Abstract. China's growing economic prosperity increased the visibility of Chinese design and designers internationally. With frequent appearances at fashion's world, cities' fashion weeks, museum exhibitions and retail, Chinese designers have started to gain international recognition. Although all the fashion designers stressed that the key to their brands success in China is design and quality, there is a significant difference between the brands' orientations: market or design, which is embodied by the brands' positioning strategies, approach to design, retail operation and international outlook. This research on Chinese fashion designer brands would extend our current understanding of fashion branding in China. At the same time, these designer brands provide exemplary branding strategies that suit the Chinese fashion market.
The first one is Wang Yiyang, who owns and runs two labels: ZUCZUG and CHA GANG. Designing works exhibited at "China Design Now" in the Victoria & Albert Museum, at the "AND" exhibit in the Aedes Art Gallery in Berlin in 2007, at the Contemporary Art Exhibit in the Netherlands, at the "Huayang Show" in Beijing's 798 Art District, at an exhibit in Manchester's Urbis, and at a show at London Fusion in 2006, he was featured in the inaugural issue of Vogue China as one of the new powerhouses of Chinese design.
The second designer, Zhang Da, created and owns women's wear label Boundless since 2005, and was the chief designer for Shang Xia (Up Down), the Shanghai-based luxury brand of Hermes. His design works were exhibited at the Victoria & Albert Museum and was featured in the inaugural issue of Vogue China. His designs have been shown in many countries, including Belgium, Sweden, Canada, the UK, Germany, the Netherlands, France, Japan, and Singapore.
The third, Liu Canming is the Chief Art Director of ZIGE and CM · Loose, and an associate professor in the Fashion Art Design Institute at Donghua University and teaches fashion design. In order to get the first-hand data about the establishment, operation and development of these four designers' brands, we interviewed the designers and their colleagues. The survey was made to get more comprehensive and in-depth information. [ Table 1 After the interview records were transcribed and analyzed, the basic information of these selected designer brands could be seen, including the number of designers, employees, retail stores, and the type of retail operation. [ Table 2 ] 
Findings
The data revealed that the designer brands take two different orientations: either a design or a market orientation, which based on their general directions of design, market positioning, and management. The four interviewed designers have founded six fashion brands. Four of the brands were design oriented and two market oriented. Their position in the trend curve, definition of target market, price range, style, store/retail image, and perception of competition characterize the orientations of the brands. [ Table 3 ] The design oriented brands aim to lead trends and they do not strictly define their target market based on common demographics such as age, education, or income. Rather they consider their customers to be anyone identify with their brand aesthetic. The typical price range for the design-oriented brands is considered mid-to high-end at around $100 to $500. The style of the brands strongly reflects the designer's personal style, which is one of the main attractions for loyal consumers. The interviewed founding designers did not perceive any direct competition because of their distinct, differentiated style and unique positioning in the marketplace. They intentionally keep their retail/store image consistent from store to store and relatively stable from year to year. Thus, their image is more recognizable than the market-oriented brands.
"We do not intentionally follow international trends…It is more about paying attention to what is changing in our lives and combining with our understanding of fashion." -Wang, 2010 "Frankly, I don't pay much attention to trends…What is important is your observation of everyday life and independent thinking."-Wu, 2010
On the other hand, the market-oriented designer brands aim to ride with the trends. Their designs tend to cater to a defined market of white-collar, female professionals aged late 20 to 40, who desire clothing that makes them look "young, elegant, fashionable, feminine, and with status (interview with Lu Xuejun)." The price range of the market-oriented brands typically ranges from $30-150. Designers' personal style is only vaguely reflected in the brand. Their store/retail image depends on the varied style of department or franchising stores. For example, LEVU'SU is sold in nearly 300 stores with around 90% of them franchised all over China, which poses a challenge for the brand to maintain a consistent image. But in general their store design is minimal in style and flexible to adjust to local needs. These brands also face fierce competition from broad (e.g. Zara, H&M) and within.
" There are themes emerged from the interviews which are shared by all designer brands regardless of their orientation. For example, all designers stress the key to success in China is design and quality-contrary to the common believes of low quality associated with "made in China". Meanwhile they do not see advertising as being effective but instead stressing the importance of the selling floor. And in terms of running the business they all expressed an urgent need of professional managers who understand design. The chaotic state of the Chinese retail market is their common concern. But none of them have plans for international expansion.
Conclusions
The designer oriented brands love unique and vivid style followed by loyal consumers, while the market oriented brands stress trends style to meet the needs of consumers. The designers of the former pay attention to designing only, while the designers of the latter do more management and marketing job. The retail/store image of the former is relatively stable and consistent, while that of the latter is flexible.
Regardless of orientation, all these fashion designers stress that the key to success in China is design and quality. They do not see advertising as being effective in attracting consumers but instead stressing the importance of the brands selling floor and quality products. In spite of their attitude to trends, none of their designs have noticeable connections to Chinese cultural aesthetics. The need for professional managers who understand design is identified urgently. Limited retail channels along with the chaotic state of the retail market are common concern. Some designers are using/considering online retailing. None of them have plans for international expansion.
